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2020 Illustrator in Residence Program
The Illustrator in Residence Program is an exciting opportunity for illustrators to find inspiration in
the natural beauty of Denver Botanic Gardens and further their practice with in-depth access to the
Gardens’ extensive scientific collections. Residents will illustrate the Garden’s collections and
landscapes with a focus on documenting plants native to the Rocky Mountain region, supporting the
Gardens’ dedication to preservation, conservation, education and biodiversity.
Denver Botanic Gardens strives to entertain while spreading the collective wisdom of the Gardens
through outreach, collaboration and education. The Gardens’ mission is to connect people with
plants, especially plants from the Rocky Mountain region and similar regions around the world,
providing delight and enlightenment to everyone. Supporting this mission, the School of Botanical
Art & Illustration (SBAI) provides comprehensive instruction in the artistic techniques and aesthetic
vision needed to render plants in scientific detail. The program offers classes for beginners
acquiring new knowledge and skills as well as experienced artists refining their technique
and finding fresh directions for their work.
SCOPE
The scope of this residency features two key elements:
•

Creation of a body of work supporting the mission of Denver Botanic Gardens, particularly
focused on plants native to Colorado and the Rocky Mountain region. This work will be
created through reference to the Gardens’ collections and landscapes, with specific plants
selected for illustration by the Gardens’ Research and SBAI staff. The resident will retain
copyright of all works produced during the residency, but will grant permission to Denver
Botanic Gardens to use images for publicity, retail purposes, and publication. Additionally, of
the artworks created during the residency, one piece will be selected to remain with Denver
Botanic Gardens as part of its permanent collections.

•

Leading one 3-day workshop for 12 students in the Gardens’ School of Botanical Art and
Illustration. This workshop will focus on a technique or media that the resident specializes in,
subject to the approval of the Gardens. Dates of the workshop will be determined based on
the residency timeframe.

Additionally, interaction with visitors is optional though highly encouraged, promoting public
understanding and appreciation of the natural world and offering an opportunity for visitors to see
the Gardens through the eyes of an artist. Opportunities could include:
•
•
•

Offering an open studio to share works in progress
Conducting demonstrations for the public
Writing blog posts for the Gardens’ website

DURATION
This residency is offered for a period of six weeks between June 9 and October 9, 2020. The
resident is expected to spend 40 hours a week engaged in residency activities, ideally Monday
through Friday although some flexibility is possible. Optional professional development
opportunities like lectures or programs may also be available to the resident during evenings and
weekends.
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FUNDING AND RESOURCES
The residency provides a stipend of $4,000 paid up front to offset costs of travel and transportation,
art supplies, and living expenses.
The Gardens additionally offers space to work inside or outdoors en plein air and access to the
Gardens’ collections, including pressed plants, preserved fungi, and other preserved herbaria
collections, living plant collections, rare books, archival materials, art collections, and books and
periodicals in the Garden’s library.
The resident must provide their own art supplies and equipment, as well as their own travel,
transportation, accommodation and related living expenses.
ELIGIBILITY
The residency is open to all illustrators who have completed a certificate program in scientific
illustration, botanical art or illustration, nature illustration or equivalent qualification or experience.
Artists working in all media will be considered. Current School of Botanical Art & Illustration
instructors or staff at Denver Botanic Gardens are not eligible for the residency.
International applicants who are proficient in English are encouraged, although additional tax
documentation may be required.
•

For residents of a country with Tax Treaty benefits who have an Individual Taxpayer
Identification Number (ITIN), the resident must complete Form 8233.

•

For those to whom the above does not apply, the resident must complete Form W-8 BEN
and the Gardens will need to withhold 30% of the stipend payment. The resident can apply
to the IRS to have this amount refunded after the tax year.

Should obtaining a visa be necessary, the Gardens will provide a letter of support though not visa
sponsorship.
APPLICATION
Please email the application form on the following pages and the required attachments to
SBAI@botanicgardens.org with Illustrator in Residence 2020 in the subject line:
Submissions must be received by 11:59 PM, MST, February 29, 2020. Notifications of
acceptance or regrets will be sent by March 13, 2020.
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2020 Illustrator in Residence Program Application
Please send this form and the attachments indicated to SBAI@botanicgardens.org with Illustrator
in Residence 2020 in the subject line.
Name:

Date:

Address:
City:

State:

Email:

Zip:
Phone:

Select one of the below to indicate your eligibility for the residency:
Certificate of Botanical Art and Illustration from Denver Botanic Gardens
Year completed:
Foundational Certificate in Botanical Art and Illustration from Denver Botanic Gardens
Year completed:
Other certificate in botanical art and illustration, scientific illustration or nature illustration
Institution:
Equivalent certification or experience
Please describe:

Year completed:
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Please indicate your 6-week timeframe preference:
Optional: link to your website, blog or Instagram:
Why are you are interested in the residency and how would it support the development of your
practice? (500 words or less)

Email attachments:
•

Attach CV and two professional references that the Gardens may contact

•

Attach 5 JPG images of your work, no more than 2 MB per piece, with title and media noted
in the filenames.

